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CHAPTER I
•I* THE PH (BLESS
It la the purpose of this study to develop a list- of 
suggested activities for exploration guidance la the 
eighth grade program at 'Pieldsle High School*
ii, r o r a m o H  'of fiiMs r<BD
Exploratory, Course > Oerter V* Good has defined 
"Exploratory Goers®1* as followss
A course affording studants first-hand contacts end 
experiences in a variety of subject fields and; occu­
pational situations$ designed to open up new vista© and 
stimulate new activities,, in order to discover the 
interests and capacities' of students sod to contribute 
to their guidance in vocational selection or plans for 
education*
Eh® "Exploratory Course*1 offered In the eighth grade
at Fieldele High School is not to be confused with the 
program of exploration that is carried on in all areas of 
work at this level* This Is a course centered, around 
exploratory experiences in area© of pupil interest®, needs, 
and capacities, and in fields of work offered in the last
V, Good* Dletlonary of Education, (How Yorks 
&cGraw~H.iil Book Company, 1945), p* 107*
2four years of high school , which are not included, in the 
experiences of the four constant' courses, English, Mathe­
matics,. General Science, and Personal-Social Problems,
For purposes of this study ’’Exploratory Coursew will 
be interpreted to mean the program which includes experiences 
in Industrial Arts, Home Economies, Music, and a variety of 
supplementary experiences in. Personal-Social Problems, 
.English, and. Mathematics*.
Constant Courses, For purposes of this study the 
term- n Const ant Courses'1- will be interpreted to mean those 
eighth-grade courses which meet once each day for one period, 
during the entire school year, namely, English, Mathematics, 
General Science,_ and Personal-Social Problems*
Exploration. -**Expl oration” will be Interpreted to 
mean a general survey or overview of a variety of areas of 
pupil interest either through individual or group activities* 
High School* ’’High school’1 will be interpreted - to 
mean the last five- years -of a twelve-year school system*-
III, SCOPE MM) LIMITAU10MS
$h© factors determining the curricular areas to be 
included in the syllabus presented in this study were the 
available resource persons and. the- facilities at Fieldale 
High School, the policies of the local administration, and 
the recommendations of the State Board of Education of
S'
Virginia* The local policies and the roeommenda11 ons from 
the state level are largely.In agreement* Both propose -that 
exploration-be largely confined to those areas' included, in 
the local curriculum in the last four years of high, school* 
Industrial Arts,. Home Economics., and Music will he included, 
since these are areas not being explored in other eighth- 
grade courses, A variety.of other experiences which might 
serve as supplementary units of work in the areaa of the 
constent - courses will likewise he considered*
IV. TOSflFlOAflGI OF M S  STUDY
Since the existing eighth-grade Exploratory Course 
was established .at FleMale High School during the school 
year 1950-51, with the benefit of only limited planning, the 
Superintendent of Henry County Schools has requested that the 
program he reviewed and that such changes as seem warranted 
in the light of the facilities be adopted*
through, records-of pupil-participation In a course of 
eighth-grade exploration,, the .guidance personnel at Fleldale 
High -School should be assisted in providing for vocational 
guidance, and in the counseling of pupils relative to their 
choices of courses at higher .secondary school levels*
The probability of pupil success should be greatly 
enhanced by the is.se of suggested materials around which to 
develop a program of study, whenever extensive curricular
.changes occur in, secondary' educational programs * Briggs has 
suggested that one purpose of*the Exploratory Course nis to 
explore ^ by material- of -itself worthwhile, the interests, 
attitudes., and capacities of -pupils,*2 Suggested areas of •> 
activity .-around which to'develop .an exploratory program would 
be useful to experienced, teachers new to the Henry County- 
©1vialon, and of invaluable assistance to Inexperienced 
Instructors*
'v. the PiAi of m m m m M
The plan, for attaching the problem was to -develop a 
syllabus, baaed.upon the available facilities and the alms 
and objectives of eighth-grade exploratory experiences’ as 
indicated by experts in the field of eighth-grade curriculum 
construction* For the .purposes of discussion, the study has 
been divided in the following manner!
1* Setting! school and community educational 
resources
2*. furpo-ses and aims of eighth-grade exploration.
3* A syllabus for exploration in the areas of Indus­
trial Arts, Home' Economics, and Music
4.» A syllabus for supplementary exploratory work in 
the areas of Personal-Social Problems., English, end
2 Thomas JU Briggs* The Junior High School (lew Yorks 
Houghton-Mifflin Company,- 1-926*7/"'pp*^X65^l8'6.#
5Mathematics'
5* A discussion of the guidance possibilities 
■ inherent In the suggested 'units of the syllabus 
included in' the area of school and eoimrnmity re sour- 
ces'are descriptions of the school plant* the teaching per­
sonnel, the daily program of the school* and agencies 
located 4 in the comuni ty vfeieh might contribute to the 
exploratory program*
the area of purposes and aims includes the statement 
of standards to be used in screening the educational materials 
to be suggested In the proposed syllabus*
?i.
For organisational purposes the study is divided- Into
the' following chapters!
Chapter I is the introductory part of the study deal- • 
lug with the purpose.* definition of terms,, the scope and 
limitations* the justification, the plan of attack, and-the 
organisation of the entire' study*
Chapter II contains a discussion of the facilities 
of the school plant* the dally schedule, the size of the 
eighth-grade classes, the 'offering, Instructional personnel, 
community agencies and resource persons, and a summary 
statement*
Chapter III Is concerned with a brief survey of the
rec emendations of the State Board, of Education, of liters- 
tune: relative' to'..exploration in -general* and a survey of the 
reeomen&atlons of the State Board of Education of Virginia 
relative 'to those specific areas of- exploration Included in 
the 'program of eighth-grade exploration at Pieldale High 
School .*
Chapter If contains suggested Instructional units of 
work for use in short-term exploratory courses in Home 
Economies* Industrial Arts* Music* and units for use as 
supplementary work in personal*Social Problems* English*-' and 
Mathematics»
Chapter ¥ deals with/the guidance possibilities 
inherent In the eighth-grade exploratory program, at FleMale 
High Schools
CHAPTER II
LOCAL FACTORS AM) RESOURCES AFFEOTXHG THE PROGRAM
The resource persons* the ©vailable facilities, and 
the prevailing 'educational policies of the administration 
should be the primary limitations in the organisation of an 
eighth-grade program, of experiences* With, these limitations 
in mind, it Is the purpose here to survey briefly the follow­
ing factors affecting, the eighth-grade program at FieMale 
High School! (1) the school plant* (8) the dally schedule,
(3) the eighth-grade enrollment* (4.) the high school offer­
ing*. (5) .instructional personnel* and (6) community agencies 
and resource personnel*
X. SCHOOL PXAHT
The high school building at Pleldale* Virginia* con­
tains adequate classroom and laboratory space for academic 
Instruction*. These are equipped with movable desks* black­
boards* and black-out window shades*. The laboratory is 
supplied with apparetus for Instruction in Biology* Chemistry* 
and General Science*
The facilities in the vocational fields of industrial 
Arts and Home Economics are somewhat limited* The industrial 
Arts shop contains an adequate supply of work benches and 
tools* There Is not sufficient' working space available* how.
8ey-er* when the pupil projects are being made, In the Hoiae 
Economics! department, there- is ©Iso a lack of available space 
for large-group instruction,- This department is housed in a 
flvewroom cottage apart' from the high school.* £k®. furnish* 
Inge-: are ---similar to those customarily found-In homes-of this 
s.Ise-i It..-Is difficult urder these conditions to explore, many 
phases of Home Economics"-with, a very large group of students. 
Included in the high school plant ere certain-.-special- 
purpose facilities* These, with the exception of the gymnasia 
um-and the auditorium, are part, of the main'building* The 
-gyma slum, which stands near" the main building^ contains 
limited apace for dressing, but the space Is adequate -for 
physical education and-health classes, The auditorium space, 
on the other hand, la not .nearly so adequate as that of the 
gymnaelum* .The seating capacity Is not sufficiently large to 
provide seating for the entire high school "Student body*
Housed In the main, building are certain special-purpose 
rooms* The cafeteriat the- principalfs office* and the usual 
rest-; room-facilities are. adequate in the'light of the enroll-, 
ment* The library and. the conference room*; however, seem to 
warrant further mention, here-« The library-contains approxi­
mately five thousand volumes completely catalogued,.-' three 
newspapers, and twenty*'two. current magazines, A file of 
vocational information..Is maintained by the-librarian* 
Adjacent to the library;.!© a small room that is used as a
meeting place for student clubs and also for. pupils tea eher
conferences*
ii* *§bm daxm ammmm
"The daily class schedule for the eighth-grade pupils 
allots for six fifty-five minute periods with two~and~a~half 
minute breaks between periods, and a thlrty~minute lunch 
period^ Two: administrative, hoiie-room. periods ere scheduled, 
the first at the beginning of the day for fifteen minutes,.
J , *» *
and 'the second following the lunch period for five minutes*
Two periods each week afford time for assembly programs and 
student organisation activities. These periods of time ©re 
secured by omitting two. regular class periods on a rotating 
basis each week* For example, during the first week of 
school,._ on Tuesday the first class period Is omitted to- pro­
vide time for club activities.,, and on Friday the second -class 
period is omitted to provide time for assembly program* The 
third and fourth class periods ©re omitted, on Tuesday and 
Friday respectively of the second week, and this rotation 
scheme continues throughout the year* The eighth-grade stu­
dents assume the responsibility for the planning and production 
of four regularly scheduled assembly programs during the 
school year*
III. THE EtGHTH-ORADE EBH0IX1MT
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Generally speaking* the total number ••;of pupils on* 
rolled in', a grade determine# the number of'bias® 'divisions 
needed* 'Hie estimated eighth-grade enrollment for the school 
year';; 195i^Xf0-2 is ninety, pupils.* Considering the space and 
the Available teacherstwo sections of the -'eighth grade with 
forty-five pupils each ere planned*
iv* the high school < m m i m
The following is., .a breakdown of the high school' 
offering in grades eight- through twelve:
Grade 8
FeFsHHEl-Social Problems 
English 
Mathematics 
General Science- 
physical Education 
Exploratory
Grade 10
■g p "   .. ..  *m m m
K g  IX sir 
World History 
Home Economics 
Industrial Arts 
Element&ry Algebra 
Advanced Algebra 
Economic Geography 
Biology
Physical Education
Grade 12
i n g m i r
Government
Chemistry
French II
Refresher Me theme tics 
Home Economics 
Advanced Industrial Arts 
physical Education
Grade 9
Vocational Civic®
Arithmetic
Algebra
Biology
Advanced General Science 
Physical Education
Grade II
United States History 
Home Economics- 
Mechanical. Drawing 
Plane Geometry 
Chemistry 
French I
Physical Education
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Hie Carnegie Units required by the Henry County School 
Board for. graduation from high school are as followst 
English, four Mathematics , on©; Vocational Civics, on©;-- 
United States History, one; Government, one; and any science, 
one* Hfio years of Health and Physical Education are 
required; for these .»©". unit credits are given.
For pupils enrolled In the eighth grade the required 
courses ©re English, Personal-Social problems, Mathematics., 
General Selene©, Exploratory, and Physical, Education,* As 
previously stated, .some-, exploration is included in all of the 
constant courses., and in the Exploratory Course it becomes 
the central purpose.-, Hie latter course is designed for ex­
ploration of elective courses offered during -the remaining 
high school years, and also for additional experiences in 
areas of required or constant courses.
Since one of the over-all objectives of the eighth 
grade is exploration, it seems fitting to merition briefly 
the scope of the exploration carried on in the -constant
courses in. the eighth-grade t program*.
\
Many of the activities In the English area -are- repeti­
tions of' elementary, work with emphasis placed upon deter­
mining weaknesses and correcting the deficiencies*. A - course' 
of this type has little appeal for Hie students and it 
appears that here a variety of experiences should be incor­
porated in the program* It seems, desirable that consideration
22
be given to- dramatics* poetry, creative writing and the-- 211c© 
as- types of supplementary -experience#* In .the-reading areas 
■standardised tests'nr© used* which give direction .te;'the 
remedial reading program*
The 'elghth^grade Sathimtl©s course- 1© exploratory to 
the-extent that it is designed to assist in the better place* 
scent of pupils in classes- in the tiabbams tic Afield during ‘the 
last four years of high school# Exploratory experiences in 
Algebra and Geometry are part of this course*, aiao- included 
in the program of-the Mathematics course is remedial work 
designed to increase the individual pupil1 a mastery of the 
fundamental processes of arithmetic»-
In.the course in-Personal**Social Problem® the program 
of work includes experiences in building eltl&cnshlp, in' 
developing one*s.. personality, and in securing an over**view 
of all courses offered in the last four year® of high-school* 
Major emphasis la this arcs is placed on building citizen* 
ship*
The eighth»grads General Science course*, for the first 
time in the pupil1 a experience* affords a ©ours© devoted-- 
exclusively to tbs study of organised science-* It Is -almost 
entirely given over to exploratory experiences* Including in 
Its scope experiences in the fields of Biology, Chemistry* 
PhyslMeteorology, end Mtronomy* There seems to be 
little need,for supplementary exploratory experiences- in this
13
course in. view of Its present Inc.lusiveneae#
This brief statement of the exploratory work done in 
the four, constant, courses may serve to indicate, the scope of 
exploration included in these courses* Although there, seem 
to be areas in which it would be well to make modifications* 
It is not the purpose- of this study to go Into this, problem 
at any great length*. .The only, additional experiences 
suggested for use in these courses will be of a supplement 
tary. nature*
In' an effort to discover the interests of individual 
pupils and at the same time utilise the facilities avail­
able, the Exploratory Course.has been organised in the 
following manner* Each boy has twelve weeks of experiences 
..in Industrial Arts, six weeks in Home Economics, and eighteen 
class meetings In Music* The experiences planned for each 
girl in the. Exploratory Course include twelve weeks of Home 
Economies, six weeks in Industrial Arts* and eighteen class 
meetings in Music* In the .Industrial Arts and Home Econom­
ics courses the classes meet during one fifty-five minute 
period each day for the prescribed time* The Music classes 
meet one period, a week for eighteen weeks,., with the-remaining 
four periods each week utilized in affording pupils experi­
ences in Art, Handerefts, Forensic Activities and the produc­
tion of a class paper.
V* m * » W m O H A L  P’EBSONNBIi
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I'll© instructional personnel ©elected-'to assist In the 
Exploratory Course ©re certified in the following areas? 
one teacher in Home Economiesi one in Industrial Arts*
General Science* and Mathematics; one in library Science, 
English* and History? one-, in English, History* and Elemen­
tary work? and one in Public/ School Music* Ifcese teachers 
have been selected for participation in the Exploratory 
Course in view of their training in various areas* their 
interest in the program*, and with cons Id ©ration for time 
available in their class schedules for this type of coopera­
tive assistance»
VI* mwmi'w AGENCIES AND RESOURCE PERSONS
fh© following local agencies will contribute to the 
eighth-grade program tooth through their personnel and 
through free literature? Flelderest Mills, Bassett Indus­
tries, Martinsville DuPont Company, Henry County Department 
of Health, Henry County Department of Welfare, Henry County
t
Chapter of the- American Bed. Cross, Henry County ©ranch of 
the State Police, the Appalachian Electric Power Company, 
and others* ihe three mills mentioned moke their contribu­
tion in th© form of guided tours of inspection* ‘Phis is par­
ticularly important in view of the number both of graduates
15
and of drop-era,Is that are employed by these Industries* The 
other agencies make contacts through their, representatives* 
Much, valuable vocational guidance material' may be obtained 
from the aforementioned agencies in the eoimrmnity*
SUMMARY
A high degree of organisation is needed In the de*~
*
velopment of a worth-itille course of exploration# The 
coordination of the activities of so large a group .of 
teachers^, pupils, ’and lay- people accentuates the need, for 
pr ©-planning and., organization# Various types- of remedial, 
developmental, and exploratory experiences must be provided 
and so combined as to prepare the pupil for his immediate 
objective- of mxceesa in the remaining years of school, a M  
for his long-range vocational competency-#
CHAPTER III
THE S i m O P M M f  OF TIB CONCEPT? Of EXPLORATORY 
EXPERIENCES FOR EIGHTH-GRADE STllBBSTS
This part of the study la concerned with the opinions 
of experts in the field, of curriculum construction relative 
to exploratory experiences for- adolescents, and the presen­
tation of a set of criteria# The criteria will be used as a 
basis for the selection of areas to be included in the out­
line of suggested materials for elghth-grod© exploration at 
Fteldal© High School#
1# CONTR1 BII'XTOHS OF AUTHORITIES
Almost without exception the writers in the area of 
curriculum development state that on© of the major functions 
of the junior high school should be exploration* Briggs, in 
his writings about junior high schools, states?, ’'Hie pur­
pose of the new type of secondary school is positive, to 
ascertain what is suited, not what Is unsuited, to the indl- 
vidua1 pupil."8
Van Denburg states a. similar idea as follows?
The junior high school Is therefor© a finding and a 
sorting school where pupils may, through actual experi­
ence, be led to make a more rational selection of the 
senior high school work, or their occupation in the
3 Thomas H* Briggs* The Junior High-School (Hew York: 
Houghton-Mifflin -Company, 1926T,“~p. 16V*
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-world of industry, than would otherwise he possible,4
A similar statement of the objectives of the junior 
high, school was adopted by • the • Borth'• Central • Association of 
Secondary Schools and Colleges in 1918, They were-as 
foilowes
1* To continue through its - instructional'program the 
aims of public education in a democracy,
2, fo reduce to the minimum, the elimination of 
pupils by offering types of work.beat suited.to their 
interests, needs, and capacities*
3,- fo give the pupil an opportunity under sympa- 
thetle educational -guidance to -discover his dominant 
interests, capacities, and.limitations with reference 
to his future vocational activities or-the.'continuation 
of his education in higher - schools*
4*. fo economise time-through-such organisation and 
administration of subjects, and.courses both for those 
who will continue their education in 'higher schools 
and those who will go immediately into. llfe9s activi­
ties*^
In the light of the opinions of'these writers, it 
becomes obvious that some place in the plan of the 'present- 
day school, and preferably at the junior high school level, 
exploratory work should be included,
II* THB OPXWIOIS OF V3B0IBIA EDUCATORS-
In the usual junior high school -organisation, there
4 H. B, Bruner, The Junior High School at- Work (Mew
Yorks Joseph K. tun ;BeiFErg71^2T7^p7TE7 cTtHj^Hie.
Junior .High School Idea, pp* 15-16,
® H« B, Bruner, Hie Junior High' School, at Work (Mew
York? Teacher .a College, Columbia , iMTveFi'Ity'”' W s S T , P • 5,
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are three -grades? the' seyenth, the eighth,, and the -ninth* 
fhe,:elghth grade was put-, into the system of’grades in Vir­
ginia in an effort to. include some of the .offerings ..of the 
junior high school, She suggested plan for schools in the 
Oomonwealth of Virginia indicated, that there should, he 
seven elementary1 and five .secondary grades*-
It was the plan of -those charged with' the inaugura­
tion: of the twelve-year school1 system, at the state level 
that- the grade to fee added fee put in between the -elementary 
.grades and the freshman'..year of the upper four year® of - high 
school*. . fh© purposes of the eighth grade were stated as 
follows?
Hi© principal purposes of the eighth grade are (X) 
to give pupils experiences which will strengthen and 
further develop basic shills, aptitudes, appreciation®, 
and understandings, and (2) to- provide pupils with 
adequate guidance and exploratory experiences*®
fh©,State Board of Education of Virginia, in one of. 
Its publications, suggested the broad statement of policy 
concerning- exploration In the eighth grad© as follows?
It Is readily recognised that exploration is an 
aspect of any teaching situation, and therefore, the 
-exploration will fee the concern of all teachers at all 
levels* However, the well developed exploratory course 
will fee a course in which exploration is central, In 
which teachers are more concerned about' Introducing the
® (Richmond; Commonwealth of Virginia, State Board 
of Education, 194.7), fur pest ions For fhe Inauguration Of A 
Twelve tear School SyaEefrTT F g r ^ ^
pupil to the. many .aspects of a field of work .than, .they 
are In other, courses, It will follow that breadth of 
experience will, be.emphasised, rather then refinement- of 
•experience in exploratory courses,^
Out of fairness to- 'the State Board of Education of
Virginia, It seem© desirable that a statement of policy
'regarding the schools -and the school divisions- of the State
be included here* For' a: number of years,.- the Board has taken
the position that its chief function was not to dictate to
the local school authorities but to make suggestions, and
recommendstlons for the improvements in all v
edueatiom In 'Virginia* • The fact fcn&v «* —
divisions of the state have not included the suggested eighth-
grade program In their systems is a testimony to this policy*.
The administration of the Henry County School Division
.decided that the policy- for that division would be to follow'
•*
the suggestions from the state level only In so far as they 
were.applicable to the facilities and needs of the locali­
ties in the division* It was felt by .the administration that 
the following statement by the State Board -of Education 
should be one of the guiding principles for eighth-grade ex­
plorations
* * provision is made for experiences In guidance
^Rdehmonds Commonwealth of Virginia,. State Board of 
Education, 194-7), Suggestions For The Inauguration Of A 
Twelve Year sehobl^lSVs tem, ' ■"=*-- - - **"” *-*'
’■-'ui'iM1 .L11 in. .ini m  Tjrnnirr-jmiirt l rj nn,j*i«i t i m a r . i c (.;**«*»
fRSteS 9 p * 1*
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and exploratory work,that will lead to- the discovery of 
the aptitude© sud Interests of pupils to the end of
enabling' than to be' placed 'in courses and given experi­
ences in the remaining four years ‘of high school in 
which they -can succeed superlatively well*®
through the interpretation of this statement, the 
eighth*grade exploratory program for Henry County has been 
to -a- large extent confined to- those courses that are offered
in the upper four years of high /'schools *
III* CEIfmiA FOE WM  BtCJHUi-GRADE .BXPLOBAfOKY COURSE
1« Horn© Economies
The State Board of Education of Virginia, suggests 
the aims or purposes for the Home Economics phase of an 
exploratory, course at the eighth*grade level in a list of 
experience© that this field should include* Stated as cri­
teria these suggestions are as follows;
fbe experiences offered in this course should be so 
planned as to*
Contribute to the pupil1© enjoyment of'home living 
and, horn ©making
Help the.pupil to discover or develop interests and 
aptitudes in homemaking
Help the pupil solve problems in personal and 
home living
Help'the pupil see what training the'modern home­
maker should have and why this training is valuable to 
herself, her-- family, and her community
Acquaint the pupil with the breadth of training
® ibid';"®. ?8>
01
Offered In s three-year vocational corn*a© In homemaking.
in the high school
Help the pupils ®e't up long-time goals for their 
education In homemaklng
dive the pupil insight into the"vocations and pro­
fessions for which home economics education is necessary 
.for doslrabl© preparation®
In view of the .objectives set forth by the state Board 
of .toaeatlorr listed above,, and the prevailing facilities, at 
fieldale High -School9 it -appears that the units of work men­
tioned in the- next chapter might be useful to the teacher of 
Home. Economics- in developing a :program of eighth-grade ex­
ploration .
A■ further statement, as to the subject matter to be 
included' in the exploratory course is as followss
Present experiences in teaching Exploratory Courses 
in Homema-klng indicate that pupils recognise- the follow­
ing problem areas of most Immediate, concern to them 
during the eighth yean Improving personal appearance., 
making a happy home, caring for the house, and helping 
with meals for the family**^
The areas Indicated -above will be the basis for the 
planning, of suggested units In Home- Economics for the eighth- 
grade exploratory program at Fieldaie High- School, since in 
these areas a -degree of success may be achieved with the 
scope-of offering and facilities that are' “available*
2-m Industrial Arts
From the suggestions of the State Board of -Education,
9 'jbia-*7 p. 28. 
to Ibid"., pp. 46-47.
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the following alma aearn apparent?
It The pro gram • should include experiences in e. varie­
ty of areas* such as wood* metal* electricity* and drawing.,
2, The emphasis should not he on manipulative skills 
when '©valuations are made,
3, The program' should include the development of 
projects which have Intrinsic as well as instructional 
values *
4, The pupils should be encouraged to select projects 
that are of interest to them and of’their choosing,
6, fhe major emphasis should he upon motivation' to 
develop desirable appreciations, attitudes, and knowledge 
rather than the acquisition of skills,
fhe -State Board of Education suggests that explora­
tions b© carried on in the following areas of manual train­
ings
General drawing# Auto mechanics Home mechanics#
Wood, working# Photography Ceramics'
Oenerel metals# Silk -screen printing, Art leather work
Electricity# Block printing Jewelry^
fhe areas marked with 'an asterisk above seem appli­
cable in .the light ©f the existing offering and facilities at 
Fieldaie High School* fhe suggested units In Industrial Arts 
developed In the following chapter will include these areas 
of experience for the exploratory program*
U""lbid'«'. p. 47«
S.* Music
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file State Board of Education has stated the following 
alma, which'will form the'basis for screening1 the materials 
to be Included in the units that are to follow in the next 
chapter *
tee experiences offered in this phase of the explore*
tory course should include*
4Opportunity'for the students to explore and experi­
ment in tiiis field*
Consequent enrichment for his experience and, 
especially* suggestion for his pursuit.of enrichment 
''experience® *
_ Guidance through acquiring specific as well as 
broad" knowledge and some skill in music* enabling M m  
.to make intelligent choice as to his preferences for 
study in the field*
tee certain permanent values which will be concerned 
more particularly with, the.-skills*. Information* a nd 
attitudes which the student will gain in such a course*^
Since available facilities are limited to a piano* a 
few recordings* s few song books* and a teacher who-comes to 
the school once, a week* it appears that the suggested units 
which follow 'should be confined to the following areas 
selected from- those mentioned by the State Board of Educa­
tion* 'ntl) focal participations {2} Instrumental participa­
tions and. (3) Textual participation,
p* 56,
13 Ibid., pp. 56-58.
' CHAPTER IV 
SCHS SUGGESTS!) ■ EXPLORATORY EXPERIENCES
It is anticipated '‘that the units of work developed 
hero toe considered by the teachers In the ■ school as sugges- 
tlve rather than mandatory* In this way they may he useful 
m  teachers, along with pupils, develop their' own pro/ m s s  
in the light of pupil needs and interests,-" -it is not the 
purpose of this study to dictate the detailed content which 
should be. Included in the exploratory courses, tout rat her to 
is®ke suggestions of areas and-'materials for use In'.these- 
courses, These suggestions are In keeping with the poli­
cies'. of 'the State Board- of Education and those, of the Admin­
istration of the Henry Gounty .Schools..
Suggested units in Home Economies- will toe presented ' 
first; these will toe followed toy material® for Industrial 
Arts* Music, and supplementary units In-Personal*Social 
Pr ob 1 eras, Rfcgl 1 sh* and. ■ IIa them® tics• Hie se ■ uni t® wil 1 to e 
organised around suggested purposes* pupil activities, and 
materials*
I, Home Economica.
It is to be hoped that- the materials.- mentioned here 
will serve to stimulate the teacher of Home. Economics at 
Fleldal© High School to develop a series of eighth-grade 
experiences which will meet the needs of the pupils parti-
clpatlng in the Home Economics classes.
Unit- 1. -Orientation and organisation 
Suggested purposes'?
To familiarise the pupils with existing 
facilities in the Home Economics cottage 
To develop, through democratic' processes a 
system of regulations and precautions: 
relative to the use of the cottage and. its 
furnishings
To organise the group through democratic
processes for the dally cleaning of the 
building and its equipment 
Suggested pupil activities?
Inspect the cottage; observe and discuss the 
uses of the equipment
Observe the need for rules of conduct while- 
pupils are in the cottage, while on their way 
to end from 'the cottage? plan-cooperatively 
tentative regulations
Discuss the need for safety precautions in 
the cottage; formulate these precautionsj and 
plan for their observance 
Discuss plans for the possible content of 
the course
£6
Flan, for housekeeping duties to be performed 
dally by member a of the group,, including 
mopping,, dusting, sweeping, making the bed,
coring for the bathroom and. equipment 
Suggested, material as
Buies listed b y  previous classes
Safety precautions listed by,manufacturers of
the equipment
01caning materials and equipment 
Stove, cooking Implements and equipment 
Sewing, machine and hand sewing materials
0nit 2, ®r coming'
Sugge©ted pur paseei
la- realise a personal need for good grooming 
To improve one1a appearance 
To appreciate good posture 
To real!go- that cleanliness is the basis for 
good grooming
To understand’ that there Is a need for a 
constant check on one1© appearance 
Suggested pupil activities}
List examples of good and poor grooming observed 
in public places
Liscuss and practice the proper care of skin,
Uni t
hair, finger nails, and teeth .
Observe and practice good taste in use of
«
cosmetics and'deodorants
Practice proper posture habits while walking, 
standing, and sitting 
Model clothes
learn to dress' .appropriately for one1 a age, 
sise, and for the occasion 
Make a chart of good grooming practices and 
'check oneself by it each day 
Suggested materials and texts:
Charts on grooming 
Charts on heir arrangements 
Sources of printed materials:
Procter and Gamble
Gwynne Building, Cincinnati 1, Ohio 
Br1&tol- Myer# Comp any
650 Fifth £ venue, lew York PO, 11 Y*
* Manners
Suggested purposes?
To recogntge that consideration of others is 
the basis for good manners
To discover the qualities that make a lady or 
a gentleman
Unit
SB
fo .recognise that manners are ah asset 
fo practice good manners -in daily living 
Suggested pupil .activities*
flake a list of the .qualities of ..ladlea and. 
gentlemen
Observe and discuss traits admired in others 
Make, oral reports of good and bad .manners 
observed -in'public
Discuss the importance of good manners in 
getting along with others 
Demonstrate proper introductions -
Demonstrate the proper way of extending, or 
accepting an invitation,
Discuss .and practice In-pantomime dating 
etiquette
Give oral reports on selected sections of an 
etiquette book 
Sugge &ted metori als t
Allen, fable Service, little, Brown 
Black, Manners for. Moderns, Allyn and Bacon
* fable manners
Suggested purposes?
To learn good table manners
fo learn to set a table attractively and
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correctly
To Xbbi>n the different types of table service 
-.To practice.'accepted table manners in. the home 
Suggested pupil activities? _
Practice eating and manipulating the silver 
properly
Set .a table properly and practice- serving 
each other.
Use the acceptable table manners while eating 
at horn©
Observe the uses of the various pieces of 
silver not constantly in use in the home 
Arrange flowers and, fruits for table center- 
pieces 
Sugges ted ms ter isis t
Allen# Table Service#. Hittie, Brom 
Black# Manners for. Moderns, Allyn and Bacon 
Greer * Tour -.Home .and You, Allyn and Bacon 
Huttenlocher , Handsome Pecor.eti.ons for Your 
Autumn Tables, Better, Homes and Gardens#.
Vol* 29, October 1950# pp* 70-71
Unit 5, Sewing
Suggested purpo s©s?
To learn the fundamental stitches, their uses,.
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and the basic materials needed' for borne sewing 
To cut out and make simple articles using the 
machine -and/or by-hand 'sewing;:
To learn the car© and use of a .sewing machine 
To become familiar with the use of an iron 
Suggested pupil activities s.
Sew on buttons -and' mend tears by hand 
Barn a sock and patch a torn garment 
Demonstrate the use and -cara of the sewing 
machines., including threading, filling' a 
bobbin,, and oiling,; as well as- actual sewing 
Practice me. chi me sewing until stitching attains 
a good degree of accuracy
Construct a towel on the machine (Hie materials
are available'at Field crest Mills*)
Make- am apron or other small' objects of per­
sonal selection
Practice-’ironing on small objects 
Demonstrate ability to hang clothes correctly 
Suggested materialsj
Charts 'on -the car© of sewing'machines 
Sewing machine 
Sewing charts
Towel material and scissors
Thread, needles, thimbles, and materials
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Machine oil
Sources of printed- materials*
Jmerican Y'iscose Corporation
350 Fifth Avehue,. Mew York’-l, Sow York- 
The Bationsl Cotton Council of America 
Memphis ■' 1, Tetme asee 
lihther .Ford-.sad Company
100 Worth Seventh Street, Minneapolis 3, 
Minnesota 
II, $, department of Agriculture 
'Washington, '0.* 0*
American Bamberg Corporation
261 Fifth- Avenue, Hew York, Hew York 
Botany Mills, Incorporated 
Fassaic, Hew Jersey
Halt 6, Foods
Suggested purposes
To study the seven, basic foods end why the 
body needs each of them
To develop an appreciation for the need of 
eating meals regularly
To learn the preparation of some simple foods 
To develop an understanding of the problems 
involved in feeding a family
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To learn the use of an electric stove 
Suggested pupl-1 activitiesi
Make posters of the dangers of malnutrition 
and how it may he detected 
Discuss the effects of various dietary 
defiefences
Collect #avl. examine various foods to get an 
understanding of their characteristics and
qualities
Bake, sr.-list- and Itemise the cost of foods used 
by a family for one. week
Display samples., and discuss methods used in
/
canning foods- at home
Work out. -a family diet of meals for a week"
Buy the food* prepare a simple meal, .and
serve it to invited, guests
Prepare candy and discuss the possibilities
for candy making as a form of family recreation
Report on home preparation of meals
Care for equipment in the cottage, including
floors, sinks, basin, pans, plates, silver,
and other items
Use and clean the electric stove 
Sugg e& ted materials%
Chart on the seven basic foods, Basic Seven
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Greer j  Food a and Ilom erne king 9 Allyn and Bacon
Food stuffs to fee prepared
Electric stove and cleaning equipment
fhe home demonstrator employed by Appalachian 
Electric Power Company available for 
assistance'' in demonstration in the care of a 
stove and Its use 
Sources of printed materials*
.Pet. Milk Company
■St* Louis 1* Missouri 
Southern Dairies
60 M Street* H* E** Washington JD* C,
©ae Woman * s Foundation* Incorporated
10 East 40th Street* lew York 16* Hew York 
Wheat Flour Institute
50-9 lest daekson Boulevard,# Chicago 6-* 
Illinois 
Cereal Institute* Incorporated
135 South LaSalle Street* Chicago 3* Illinois 
Hatlonal Biscuit Company
449 West 14th Street* Hew York 14* W* Y. 
Kellogg Company
Battle Creek* Michigan 
Westlnghouae Electric Corporation
306 4th Avenue* Pittsburgh.30* Pennsylvania
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The Best Foods, Incorporated
1 Bastard Street, Hew fork 17, lew York 
Orooery Store Products Company, Incorporated 
480 Lexington Avenue, .Mew. York 17, Hew- York 
Libby, McNeill and Libby 
Chicago....9, Illinois 
Kerr Class Manufacturing Corporation 
455 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, 
California
Unit 7* Vocational and educational opportunities in Home 
Economies
Suggested purposes?
To develop an understanding of the scope of 
the. offering in the high school program.
To develop an appreciation of the fields of 
work open to those trained In Home Economics 
To develop an understanding'of the need-for 
training in Borne Economics In the present-day 
horn©
Suggested pupil activities?
Discuss the three-year program of Home 
Economies at Fleldale High School, including 
the plan for summer projects and the activi­
ties of the Future Homemakers of America Club
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Survey the-local vocational opportunities for 
those trained in Home Economics 
Make a, list of vocational opportunities found 
in the occupational file in the school library 
Obtain additional information on jobs and 
vocations from some person working in a field 
related to Home Economics* and report the 
findlugs to the group
Display projects suggested by this program of 
Home .Economies, and completed at home as a 
leisure time activity
Make all arrangements for refreshments and 
for displaying finished projects, and invite 
parents to visit the cottage at a specified 
time
Write a statement of your vocational plans and 
submit it to the teacher 
Suggested materielat
Vocational guidance file which contain© a 
wide variety of material© dealing with 
vocational opportunities in the field, of - 
Home Economies
Home demonstrator employed by Appalachian 
Electric Power Company and available as a 
counselor
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Sow ces of pr In ted mater 1 al ss
Johnson & Son, Incorporated 
Benin©,,- Wisconsin 
tii© Hoover Company 
'North Canton# Ohio 
TJ« 8* Department • of Agriculture 
Washington., 3>* C.
Enameled TJtensil Manufacturers Council 
Educational 'Division, 221 forth LaSalle 
Street, Chicago 1, Illinois 
Easy Washing la chine ■Corporation 
Syracuse, Hew York 
Armstrong; Cork Company 
Lancaster, Fennsylvanla 
national Association of Bedding Manufacturers 
Merchandise Mart PXaE&, Chicago 54,
Illinois
XL. Industrial Arta
It appears that an -excellent way to develop know­
ledge, skills, .appreciations, and attitudes in Industrial 
Arts is through the construction of projects. It is hoped 
that the following suggested units will he treated, as possi­
ble bases for the development of a series of experience© In 
Industrial Arts which will lead to. a fuller appreciation of
the'interests and capacities of students participating in 
the program*
Unit 1* Orientation and. organisation 
.Sugg©sted purposest
To familiarize pupils with the equipment and 
supplies--
To develop' an understanding of safety pre­
cautions and rules ;of conduct In the shop 
To develop' an awareness’ of the dangers of fire, 
its causes, and Its prevention 
To develop an interest in the:prevention of 
accidents
To develop an awareness of the need for prompt 
and correct first aid measures in the case of 
accidents
To organize the group by democratic procedures 
for cleaning the shop and replacing, tools and 
equipment 
Suggested pupil activities*
Become familiar with the location and use of 
tools, equipment, supplies, and facilities 
Discuss regulations and rules for conduct in 
the shop
Observe the dangers and damage to property 
involved In the misuse of tools
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Car* for and maintain .tools In the shop 
Make a list of fire hazards that pupils note 
at home and .at school
Discuss methods.' of fire, prevention and control 
Apply simple bandages for simulated shop 
injuries and discuss the procedure in ease of 
such. In juries
Choose cleaning- jobs and elect a foreman 
Draw supplies and obtain supply tickets 
Suggested materials?,
Safety posters. Phich .are available in the shop
lists of shop rules and regulations which are
posted In the shop
Fire prevention posters
Hie Red Cross Manual' of First Aid
fools* racks* supply cabinets* lumber racks*.
power equipment* work benches* storage spaces*
and finishing bench
Scrap lumber and metal for 'practice use of 
tools
Assignment chart posted in the shop
tJnit 2* Woods and Dumber 
Sugge© ted purpoaes t
To develop an appreciation of preservation of
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forests# how trees- grow* their value* and the 
Importance of the lumbering industry 
f©-. familiarise pupils with the common woods- 
used In industry m d  particularly those .grown 
locally
To familiarise pupils with methods of preparing 
lumber for marketing 
Suggested pupil activities:
Visit local forest preserves and observe 
methods employed in planting*- thinning and 
cutting timber
Demonstrate the ability to select a ripe tree 
Out a ripe tree and determine its approximate 
board foot content
Observe the■transportation of a log to a 
sawmill
Observe the sawing of a log and,, the types of 
saws used
Observe the methods of seasoning lumber 
Heaeure a board to determine its board foot 
content* end discuss the cost of various types 
and grades of lumber 
Collect samples of woods
Identify types of trees by leaves*, by bark* 
and by dressed lumber
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Suggested materials and resources;
fhe local forester, who Is available for
field trips
Collections of samples of leaves (available in
the laboratory biology supplies)
Collections of dressed lumber In the shop 
Lester Lumber Company and Craig- Sawmill Works, 
which are available for tours of inspection 
Sources of printed materials;
West Coast Lumbermens Association
1410 S.* W* Morrison* Portland 5, Oregon 
Mahogany Association* Incorporated
75 last Wacker Drive* Chicago,!* Illinois 
.Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau 
Little Hock* Arkansas
Unit 3# Hand fools and fheir Uses 
Sugg a sted purposes;
fo familiarise the pupils with the hand tools 
and their uses
fo develop .an interest in caring for hand tools 
Suggested pupil activities*
'Observe the use of the hand tools and use them 
in practice on scrap lumber 
Identify . tools
Observe and practice methods of using marking 
tools
Bemons.trate the. ability to'use-.a ruler in 
measuring
Practice accepted methods of sharpening tools 
Suggested materials and resources?
Articles dealing with the care of tools found 
in the supply of POPULAR MECHANICS and POPBLAH 
SCIENCE magazines filed in the shop 
Stanley tool charts,’CABS' OP HAND TOOLS 
.Sources of printed .materials?
Stanley Tool s.
New Britain* Connecticut■
Atkins and Company, B* 0* 
indianspolis 9* Indiana 
Douglas Fir Plywood Association 
Tacoma 2, Washington
Balt 4*. _ Projects
Sugg©sted. purposes ?■
To provide pupil projects that Include a 
number of different operations 
To assist pupils in the selection of projects- 
that they can do well
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Suggested pupil .activities*
Select and construet severs! 
tooth wood and metal from the 
Wood 
fable lamjrn 
Bird houaea 
haps! pins 
Jewelry chests 
Small, tables 
Clothoa reeks 
fie racks 
Picture frames 
Broom too Mora 
Book end a 
Spice cheats 
Corner shelves 
What~not stand*
Candle sticks 
Wall shelves 
Suggested materials and resources* 
Stanley fool Company chart** 
Sand paper 
Shellac 
Varniah 
Was and Oil
projects in 
following list!
Metal 
fable lamps 
Wall lamp# 
lapel pins 
fraah cans 
Bird houses 
ft® racks 
Sugar scoops 
Bust pans 
Cookie cutters 
Candle sticks 
Aah trays -
lamp shades 
Wmll brackets 
fool boxes 
frays
Sheet metal 
Strap iron 
Steel wool 
Bnamel
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Unit-3« .'Finishes
Suggeated . purposes:
To develop an appreciation for adequate 
preparation of the surface of'the- object to 
be finished
To encourage an maderstanding of what consti­
tutes a well finished surface 
To develop an understanding of how a good 
finish is applied 
Suggested.' pupil. activities?
Apply a finish to- the completed projects 
Demonstrate ability to apply finishes on 
wooden and metal objects usingt 
Shellac Oil
Varnish Wax
faint Enamel
-Suggested materials $
Scrap wood and metal for experimental finish-.
ing
Sandpapers
Roitenstone Fumice stone
Steel wool
Shellac Varnish
Faint Enamel
Oil Wax
'Sources" of printed' materials*
Borden* »■
550 Uadi son': Avenue, lew York 17, lew York 
IJefilbiss Company
tolaAfr l$ onto
Behr-lt&nn log Corporaticm 
fr©y, l®«,¥6rk
Unit $* Mechanical drawing 
$uggeshed purposes*
f© familiarise pupils with mechanical drawing 
equipment
f© develop an appreciation for the need to 
drew projects to seal© in an effort to save 
confusion in construction
*$o enable pupil© -'to road. a blue print 
intelligently 
Suggested pupil 'Activities*
^Demonstrate the proper use of "mechanical
ar.* wi "g equipment and allow time for the
pupils to practice on simple objects the
use of these tools
Draw to scale' a. simple project
Show pupils the basic procedures in reading
a blue print
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Suggested' materials!
Drawing paper' 
Drawing pencil 
f-* square":.;;
Gomp&ss
'^iangle '‘ruler 
.Drawing board
French and';Swenson, Mechanical. Drawing 
MeGraw*~Hill Book Company, Mew York* (Ibis 
text is available in the shop*}
Sugges ted: pur pose t
To develop &n interest in making simple- 
repairs in-the home 
Suggested pupil'- activities?
Electricalt
Solder simple electrical connections. 
Replace- terminal fixtures 
Wire simple electrical devices 
Heplace-fuses 
le.tal?
Dae shears' to cut sheet metal 
Bolder .sheet"-metal 
Use a hack saw to saw s rap iron 
Simple- cold riveting 
’Crimp edges of sheet metal 
Plumbing;
Measure .pipe and cut threads in pipe
Unit 7* - Home mechanics
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Recognise types of plumbing fittings 
Replmo washers in water faucets 
MIscellane cm st
■■Replace stove pip#
Replace window panes
list repairs made or needed In the homes 
Suggested materials and resources?
A representative of the Appalachian Electrie 
fewer Company'-to- give demonstration® 
fin cans are a source of sheet metal 
Metals of various types and In several forms 
may- he found at the Junk yard in Martinsville 
The machine shop at Fielderest Mills can toe. 
made a vs11atole for field•trip®
Hie Henry County plumber will assist In the 
plumbing areas
Unit 8* Educational and vocational opportunities in the 
area, of Industrial Arts 
Suggested purposes:
fo survey the offering of the last four years 
of high school work
fo survey the vocational opportunities for 
those trained in Industrial Arts
Suggest tad pupil ;^-0ti¥lti03S
Di.i^uss with the teacher the offering in the 
three yeans of the high school 'for which’ 
credit-la .given* and the probability of success
in these- courses
Discuss- the.'Vocational opportunities to which 
Industrial 'Arts training may lead* using the 
vocational information file and the shop 
teacher, as ■■•sources of Information 
Discuss- the possibilities-In the area'of 
Industrial Arts teaching In both high schools 
and colleges
Make a list of the 'Opportunities that5 are 
available to people with-manual arts training 
Prepare displays and. invite parents'to visit 
the shop
Suggested' materials and reaourcest
Hescures persona which are available from 
Bassett Industries* Appalachian Bleetrie 
Fever Company* DuPont Company* Fieldereat 
MUXs* and local agencies
Field trips to the American Furniture Company*
Bassett Industries* DuPont Company* Fielder©st 
Mills
Vocational guidance files, -of Information
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concerning' occupational opportunities 
Source a- of- printed materials*
national- Metal trades .Association
1E8 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago -3t 
Illinois -
llationai-Association of Manufacturers
14'West 49th dtreet* Bew York 80*. Bew York'
TJ« S* Department of labor 
Wa.shington$ D* 0* 
textile Information Service
551 FifthsAvenue* Hew York 17* lew York
111* Music
the music program- offered in the last four .years of 
the high, school work at- FieMale is limited'., to the Ole© Club 
activities' * With this limitation in- mind.! it appears that- 
the .emphasis in the.iixploratory hours© should he placed- upon 
the development of appreciations and understandings of 
music* Musical appreciations and understandings should lead 
the pupil to sn. enjoyment of various types-of musical activi­
ty* It is to he hoped that the units of work suggested her© 
will help the teacher of music in planning an eighth-grad© 
program that will meet the needs of the pupils in the course.
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Unit- 1* Grom) singing
Suggested purposes?
fo learn, a -variety of songs which can be 
sung' in groups ■ ;
fo develop -an appreciation for- the pleasure 
to .be. derived, from- singing 
To disc over .'the rang©: of one9 a voice 
Suggested pupil activities?
Select and,sing.several songs that the 
majority of the group know 
hist on to recordings of groups singing- the 
same songs : ■
Organise - with the-aid of • the .teacher a Junior 
glee Club, choosing off i.cere# meeting, dates, 
and determining the ..'©mount-of duos.- 
flan, and present a - Chris tana. s. program, to be 
given-for a..## T* a*, meeting'or-'as a carol-, 
lug- group
beam special music for-'assembly programs 
centered -around --Columbus Pay#::. '.Thanksgiving* 
Christmas#. Valentine*s Day#* Easter# and,, 
commencement
Bring in, discuss# ..and demonstrate ..the use of 
.any instruments that members of the group 
may collect
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Suggested materials? •
Recordings?
Fred. Waring* e. Pennsylvanians
fhil Spitalny*® All Girl Orchestra 
Songs r
Amerie.anr folly lolly Doodle
Oh, My "Darling : 01 ementine,.-.
•'Spiritual#? Steal- Away
Down by the Elverside 
herd# 1 Want -to Be a Christian 
Cowboy? Git Along# Little Dogie 
The Dying: Cowboy 
Rounds"? The Bell Doth Toll- 
The Broom 
Lovely Evening 
Semi**classical? Bella of -Saint Mary*a'
Moonlight and Boses 
Hymns? A Mighty Fortress Is Our God 
Lead On, 0 King Eternal 
Carols? Silent Bight, Holy Bight
Hark the Herald Angels Sing 
0, Little Town.-of Bethlehem 
The First Iloel
■Germans How Can -1 Leave Thee
Tales from Vienna Woods
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Italian; Santa Lucia 
A Merry Life 
English: John Feel
Brink, to Me Only With mine Eyes 
Russian: Volga Boat Song
Iriah; Bendemeer*a $ trearn
Hie last Rose of Summer 
Spanish: la Faloma
Sources of printed material**
Ludwig.& Ludwig, Incorporated, PIvision of 
0*. S*. Conn, Ltd.
Elkhart* Indiana 
Music .Educators National Conference
64 Hast Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, 
Illinois 
American Music Conference
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, 
Illinois- 
.American'Society of Composers
S. C* A* Building, 30- Rockefeller PXasa,
Hew York 20, Hew York 
IV. Suppl eaten tar y Hnits In the Oops tant Course Areas
In addition to the exploratory work which Is a part 
of the eighth-grade program in all of the constant courses.
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it- appears that t here should he provided supplementary ex­
pediences centered around the offering of; the last four years 
of the high school* firsts e units should serve to culminate 
the exploratory program and to direct the ' pupil *© thinking
toward a wise selection-of course® to he'included in-his later
high school work* for clarification* the purposes of these 
units m y  he stated m  follow*
1* fo develop fin the pupil an understanding of his 
shill ties 'and .interests - m  they relate to the
offering, in the last four years -of the high
school
2* fo assist the pupil, with the aid of his parent© 
and teachers# in selecting wisely: his program for 
the remaining' four years of high school work 
3* fo furnish Information shout Individual pupils 
that will eaglet the members of the faculty of 
.fieldale Sigh School in selecting experiences to 
be included in the offering of the last four 
years of high' school that will "more nearly meet 
their needs * 'interests^ and abilities 
ft seems that before’beginning work on these units*, 
the purposes of the units, should be thoroughly discussed 
with the pupils* Bach pupil should realise his need for an 
understanding of what lies ahead for him and what hi® capa­
cities are*
The organization of the units Is as follows? 
Personal-social problems 
'English 
Mathematics
The personality problems units may be thought of as 
a part of the Personal-social Problems field* The first 
three of the units in this' area were included because 
pupils expressed a- desire for experiences in areas of 
personality development* It was felt by the faculty of 
Fieldale High School that the expressed desire indicated 
that there was a need for this type of experience*
The eighth-grade General Science course* which is 
one of the constant courses* by its very nature- is explora­
tory* and for that reason* no supplementary units- have been 
includedthere*
Pefrflonal-social problems 
Unit 1* The well-balanced Individual 
Suggested purposes:
To develop an appreciation for the character­
istics of a well-balanced Individual 
To encourage* through self-appraisal, the 
desire for personality improvement 
Suggested pupil activities?
Observe and list humanphysical, and mental 
traits
Study one’s own. personality traits to decide, 
which ones need changing 
fake-a personality inventory and discuss 
findings With the. teacher
Discuss personality traits- which scientists, 
have found, -to he valuable
Determine the difference between an intelli­
gence ■ quotient and a personality quotient 
Discuss the qualities that make a conversation 
enjoyati, e
Develop pantomime conversations
Collect articles-dealing-with personality
development'
Suggested materials?
W* B# Bliss*. Personal! ty and School* Allyn. and 
Bacon* Hew York, 1949
Hoy Hewton*. How to .Improve-. Your personality* 
McGraw-Hill Book Company* lew York* 1942. 
.California Test of Personality* California 
Test Bureau, Dos Angeles* 1959 
Sources of printed-materials?
South-Western Publishing Company
530 South Clark Street, Chicago 5, Illinois 
TJ* S* Department of Labor 
Washington,, I),. C,
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Unit Personality and. health 
Suggested purposesi
fo develop an appr eel ation for ""the relationship
©f health to personality 
fo arouse .a desire to improve on©*s health 
Suggested .pupil activities*
Save a regular physical cheek sad# toy s " 
doctor
Si asm© gfcye teal appear ance and its connection 
with personalityi for exsaple, posture, facial 
expression* selection of styles, and .cleanliness
as they relate to personality 
Collect article®.on health.
Suggested me tori els t 
liygela Sags Etna
.national Form, Xncu, BeinE Teen~Agere, Chicago, 
19S0
Btues.tJ.on Department, Vogue ftagasine, school 
library
Sources of printed Materialst 
Cleanliness Institute
295 lladisoa Avenue, M m  l&rlt 17, law York 
Allied Vonth, Incorporated
1709 1 Street, I* W*# tSasMngton 6, D* C* 
American.Medical Association
§55 Hor.th■-Dearborn- Street, Chicago 10, 
.Illinois ■
American. Heart ’Association,- Incorporated 
1790 Broadway* law York 19, Hew- York 
Ar*SI ..Cosmetics* Incorporated
1056 fan. -Bormx. 3.treet, -Chicago *7, Illinois 
For purposes of pupil guidance -the following-unite 
in the area of personality development have been aided to 
supplement the- Personal*Social, frobleas course*
Unit §* 11s# use of leisure time eon tributes to personality
davelepaent
S n a e nted purpos#at
fo develop an understanding of the relation* 
ship of ns© of leisure; time -and the improve* 
meat of o»fe*s personality 
to  piam individually the use of leisure time 
Suggested pupil .activities*
Discuss how. the use of leisure time affects - our 
living with others
Make a twenty-four-hour schedule of how time 
:Is spent
Develop an individual program for mn Intelli­
gent and Satisfactory use of leisure time, 
-Including a: recreational budget 
Report on some hobby
Discus's the development of commer e 1 a 1 i a ed 
sports and amusements 
Suggested materials'found In the'school library?
L# D» -Grow, hear nine to hive fJtth Others,
B* C*' Heath and Company*. Boston
Rational Form, 'Incorporated, Bo lag' Teen-~
Agar-b , Chicago, '1950
W* B'f Bliss:* personality and School-* Allyn 
.and Bacon* iiew York* 1949 
Sources of printed materials?.
Boy Scouts of America
•2 Park Avenue, lew York 16, Hew York 
Girl Scouts of the XJ» S* A.*
♦ 155 Bast 44th Street, Hew York 17, Hew York
Aetna M f e  '.Affiliated Companies
151 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Connectt~ 
cut
The Cord© last Publications, Incorporated* 
Clamour
420 ■ 'liSxington Avenue, Hew York 17, Hew York 
Unit 4*. The high school program 
Suggested purposes?
To make plans for the high school program 
To develop a desire-to begin planning for 
one’s future-
Suggested 'pupil' a© Multi m  t
Ee-oose. acquainted' with eo-«e\arrieul®r program 
of'the'School '•'■
Boo©®© acquainted wltife'requirements for-college 
mats miiee •-."■•■■■
Become familiar witti vocational file end its 
use .■v^;' ’ "
II an the cow a# fop the last'few years 
Suggested- material si '■
List of eu' wol sotiuities in Virginia Iliglv 
School Ee cm© program
League Bulletins ©f .Virginia -High Sohool League 
Vocational Information file of occupational 
infoPasatlon.- 
Sol lego catalogues-
Copies of the "offering. and the required units
flie following units of m r k  are suggested ms auxiliary 
egmponants of either the Saglish 'Course or the Bxploratory 
Course*
tln.lt- 1« Class newspaper 
Suggested purposes t
fo discover Special abilities in written 
estpr es sioii|, oar toon drawing., organisation of
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materials*- and business arrangements 
Suggested pupil activities*
Write biographical sketches, articles,, poetry, 
accounts of activities, etc,#, .for school and 
class-paper
Draw cartoons depicting current and historical
events for -'the' bulletin boards and publications
In the class paper
Produce a',class paper
Sell ads and purchase supplies
Sell the finished, product
Assist in the activities connected with the- 
high school annual 
Suggested materialst
Stencils* ink, duplicating machine, and 
various types of paper 
Eeeelpt forms
Newspapers- -and previously published annuals 
Copies of annuals and school newspapers from 
other schools 
Unit 2# Dramatisation
Suggested purposeas
fo discover special aptitudes in the area of 
dramatics
To develop the ability, to be at ease before
a group
To develop a desire to Improve one*s speaking
voice , ■ and ■ to enunc late cl early 
Suggested' pupil-- activities?
Select or write< and produce classroom and
assembly programs
Choose and collect properties Tor- assembly 
programs
Try out for parts in programs 
Construct simple-' costumes 
Practice- the art -of -applying make-up 
Suggested materials?
Play'end skit books {school library)
Paper and cloth for costumes 
A ma&e~up kit•containing a variety,of cosmetics 
Sources of printed-material?
Hational Board of Fire Underwriters
05 John -Street,. Hew York 14*■ Hew York 
Bvaporated Milk Association
SOT forth Michigan Avenue,; Chicago 1# 
Illinois
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
1 'Madison Avenue, Hew York 10, Hew York 
tj* S* Office of Education, Federal Radio' 
Education Committee, Educational Radio- Script
$1
and 'Transcription Exchange 
Washington 23, 0* C*
Unit 3* ■ Itterary activities and for ana lc *' even ts 
Suggested purposes*
fo acquaint pupils with the activities of the 
Virginia High'School1 League
fo “develop a.1 desire'to participate In 'literary 
activities.,.
Suggested pupil- "activities*
Choose a topic and present a dehat©
Speak before the group on a given topic of 
interest to the entire group 
Practice reading aloud selections from prose 
and poetic works
Contribute news items and articles to tin© 
school and class papers
Invite the editors of the school newspapers 
and annual to discuss these activities 
Invite members of the literary and forensic 
teams to discuss the Virginia High School 
league activities
Bis cuss tlie bases for awarding monograms for 
participating in literary and forensic 
activities
'Suggested materials5
Reference and resource.materials 
Materials from the office of the executive 
'seeratary of 'the Virginia Sigh School -League 
Unit 4# Library' science 
Suggested purpo seat
To acquaint'pupils with the"system of cata­
loguing' used In the library 
To familiarise the pupils with the types of 
materials available In the library 
Suggested pupil- aetlvltleai-
Praetie© looking up’books- in the card cata­
logues and.-.finding' them in the stacks 
Practice the! procedure of checking cut bocks 
and returning them
Look up topics' in the" various refer one© 
materials
Discuss with the librarian the vocational, 
guidance file* and use it to find information 
about a vocation 
Suggested materials*
Card file 
Vertical file
Reference and resource books 
Magazines
Fiction amI nen-fietion volumes
3* Mathematics
The following units are designed for use as supple-
i »
ment&ry work'in the course of eighth-grade Mathematics, and
will provide'additional exploratory experiences for pupils
* : 
at this grade level®.
Unit Xf Learning about"'Algebra
3ugges ted purposeat
fo familiarise pupils with the elementary 
concepts -;©f Algebra
fo determine pupil.1® abilities and interests 
in the areas of Algebra for guidance in his 
■selection of courses in the last four years 
of high school work 
Suggested pupil activities*
Discuss formulas that have been studied in
elementary Arithmetic* and solve examples
based on'these formulas
SdlVe examples involving square' and cubic
measur ©s, using f omul as
Solve simple formulas for one unknown
quantity
Solve simple equations by fundamental 
processes
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Subst'i tut© in equations 
Solve complex and simpltaneeua equations 
, Suggested materlalsf
Wells' and/Hart*. ;S?r ogress lire Algebra 
Unit 2# learning • about Geometry 
Suggeeted purpo a@9%
fo familiarise the pupils with the elementary 
c one ep t of: Geometry 
fo determine the pupils abilities and 
interests in the areas of Geometry for 
guidance in. his choice of courses In the 
last four years of high school,
Suggested pupil activities*
Draw straight-line figures In two and three 
dimens i one 
Measure angles
Construct perpendicular and parallel lines 
Draw circles 'and circle ..design's 
Draw polygons
Discuss and' work out problems in ratios and 
proportions
'Determine .relationships by deductive reasoning 
Prove almplo hypotheses
List reasons for wanting, to study geometry
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Sugge® ted' material®!t
.Braving e'tgutpmaftt
fro tractorr’' 
textbooks
CHAPTER ¥
OOIDAHCB POSSIBILITIES INHERENT IN THE eighth-
grads e x p l o r a t o r y  program.
Proponents -of an eighth’ grade In the five-year high 
schools of Virginia, appear to he of'the opinion-that there 
are numerous guidance possibilities•inherent In'an eighth- 
grade exploratory■ program» This opinion has h e m  considered 
as the various units of exploratory - experiences presented in 
Chapter XV were constructed* tn this chapter an attempt 
will he made to show how the eighth-grade program at Fleldale 
High School, particularly the exploratory phase, may become 
am integral part of the guidance service*
The success or failure of guidance services In Indi­
vidual secondary schools is often appraised through, the-use 
of the Evaluative Criteria* ^  This device has been widely- 
used throughout the nation to assist in determining to what 
extent a school fulfills its stated purposes*
In order to facilitate the discussion of 'the eighth- 
grade program as it relates to the guidance services, this 
chapter will be developed under the five subheadings pre­
sented In the Evaluative Criteria; namely, Individual Inven­
tory Services,,. Informational Services,, Counseling Services,
Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards,
Evalua11 ve Or. 1 ter 1 a.■« Washington, D, C„, I9SG*
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Placement Services, and Follow-up and Adjustment Services.. 
Placement Services and Follow-up and Adjustment Services will 
be treated es they may apply to placement, follow-up and 
adjustment of the eighth-grade pupil in the four remaining 
years of high school,.
Guidance services are so closely related to .each 
other that overlapping seems Inevitable* in the discussion 
which follows, items relating to two or more areas of gui­
dance services are presented' in the area to which they seem 
most pertinent.
i,. xmitwrni, immTonr services
It is generally recognised that extensive information 
about pupils,, properly organised for use, is necessary for an 
effective guidance program* A body of such data in. the form 
of an elementary school cumulative- record is received by 
Fieldale High School when the pupil enters the eighth grade. 
This body of data has not been considered as adequate;, 
therefore, a greater effort will be expended in the future 
to utilise tests, interviews and observations to provide 
more comprehensive Information#
1* PRESET PRACTICES
✓
Tests# At the elghth-gra.de level both teacher-made 
and standardised tests are used, The teacher-made tests are
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pxtib}ecfc~raattea? on pap@3?-and-pencil tests,, which deal largely 
with', the reproduction of facts# Hi© chief use of these tests 
is that of a frequent check to determine the pupil’s profi­
ciency in the subject mutter areas*
Th. 0 two standardised tests used at present in the 
eighth grade at Fieldale High School are %he Iowa Silent 
Heading fast and -fh© California feat of Mental Maturity*
Hieae tests are administered to determine areas of Individ­
ual strengths and weaknesses, to assist the -staff members In. 
a better understanding 'Of behavior patterns, and to afford 
direction to curricular planning*
Hi© scores on each of these tests are discussed with 
pupils individually with notations being made of areas of 
marked strength or weakness* Iteming the discussion with the 
individual pupil, the teacher-counselor tries to indicate 
possible areas of vocational interests -and capacities, as 
well as areas in which remedial work seems necessary* 
Observations♦ Bo set pattern is in use now at 
Fieldale High School whereby a.staff member records objec­
tive observation of pupil behavior or success# Hie only 
indications of success or failure in a particular are© are 
reflected In the pupil1© grades* Hies© observations are 
used by the observer and are seldom shared with the pupil 
or other teachers.
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2* P1AHS F<Sa‘PUTDRE ACTtOS
fools for determining pupil interests« .In consider­
ing the present testing program at Fieldale High School it 
appears that some types of tests should he included to 
assist the pupil in determining his interests,. Even the 
most skilled observer Is not always able to determine by a 
pupil * a actions what his interests and capacities are# 
fhrough the use of interest inventories9 diaries., autobiog­
raphies, subject preference check-lists, and other devices, 
the teacher may gain an understanding of the pupil's 
interests which might not be observed In any other manner, 
Because of the expense involved In obtaining standardised 
measuring instruments of this type, it seems advisable for 
the teachers .to make us© of some of the leas expensive 
devices mentioned above. An advantage of the teacher-made 
type- of pupll-interest Inventory lies in the possibility 
that It may be constructed to relate to- the particular 
course that the teacher is teaching*
Ihe use of the various standard tests and inventories 
will provide teaoher-counselors with personal data which 
will be valuable during the counseling periods. Records 
of pupil achievement in the form of results from teacher- 
made ^pencil and.paper* or performance tests will also be 
used. In the future to- build, up the information about pupils#
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<&&©? vat Ions * 'Sine# systematic observation of indi-
itrnyi-fn iTiti‘'ii"'iiiiriit»(iiii*,»i|>>i'iiwtric<riif['ri r'Tt-'iTi'T;11-rir '"*'.f
widnal pupils represents -another source of data about the' 
pupil9'a ’interests# abilities # . end achievement, all eighth- 
grade teachers 'will be .requested to observe all pupils- more 
Closely -in the future.*. .
At a teacher makes daily observations:' of pupil 
behavior, she should ask''herself a number of questions about 
the pupil*s skills,, work habits, ©motional stability^ 
ability to lead and fo--follow others, home life, and ..general 
attitude toward, life* in these general area.;© the teacher 
should formulate a cheek list of 'abilities, interests and 
characteristics observable in the course she teaches* By 
the use of such a list the teacher would be able to not# 
definite observations in a Variety of areas of pupil develop* 
ment; and ..gather Information with which to aid the pupil -in 
the discovery of his interests and abilities*
Through observation of the pupil and' discussing his 
interests' with him in an informal way, each of the teachers 
in the eighth*grad© program should be eble to relate ■ certain 
class activities to the pupil9s stated interests in each 
course,, -As the pupil participated In activities of a general 
nature the teacher should be able to make further observa* 
tiona a© to- the pupil1'© 'Interest© and abilities* By making 
observations and talking with the-pupil, at intervale during 
the course the teacher should discover a variety of interests
ii
‘and -abilities for each pupil In the group..
A further area in which* the teacher should observe 
the pupil is in the home situation* through..home visits the 
teacher may secure a general idea of the influences in the 
home -that have affected and those influences which are now 
affecting the pupil*a development. Hfe© visitor should be on 
the alept to detect the’ emotional tone of Hie home a'A? well 
as its physical aspects, and should try to discover what the 
pupil has, done through his own initiative, The teacher shouH 
realise definite implications for adaptation of the explora­
tory program to meet the needs of the pupil from this type of 
self Milracted activity on the part of the pupil.
interviews, Another means of securing information 
about individual pupils, is, .the interview. The importance of 
the fact-finding' interview will be stressed with teachers at 
Fleldele High School. All teachers, and particularly those 
in the exploratory areas, will be requested to supplement 
their observations of pupils with frequent, short, and infor­
mal -fact-finding .diccuesiona with the pupils in order to 
secure- additional information'regarding the pupil*s interests, 
aptitudes, and progress*
It would indeed seem useless if the information 
gathered by the teachers in the eighth-grade exploratory 
program were discarded at the end of the course* The infor­
mation should be recorded as it is collected and while It is
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fresh lh. :t&e miawl of' the teacher* Bach teacher should set
up a- sard, file of the information .about each pupil* and in 
this: way compile information-; iialeh may be need la counseling 
at btlier times during the pfcp!l*s--remaining "years in high 
school*. A further use ■of the ‘information collected would 
be in''making recos&ehdations for employment' after the pupil 
has 1 ©ft, school *:
x x *  i w o m i f i o i A i  ®mnam
An. effort was, made during the construction of ,the 
units of exploratory- experiences to provide, units - which 
would furnish considerable .occupational and - educational 
information needed by pupils in planning 'their- future--program 
in high school* fills was done -deliberately-since the si so of 
FI elds le High School does, not warrant eh extensive guidance 
department to provide such informational services*
fto© academic offering: m d  the co~curricular ■-activi- 
iiesr-are two aspects.-of -the high school program which Should, 
be discussed.in all of the exploratory courses and in the 
private pupil-teacher -conferences* Units are- Included in 
the suggested syllabus which are designed to encourage the 
exploration: of thee© aspects of the high school program-« in 
the Home Economics and Indus trial, arts sections, of Chapter If 
the.final units suggested the exploration of both educational 
and, vocational opportunities for these subjects* 5Che. units.
supplementary to the Personal-Social Problems*- English and-
■Mathematics courses are- designed in' such a way as to lead - to 
the exploration of the courses in these- fields which--are 
related-to these fields*' - 'An .example of the''relating- of a 
uhit of work in ® particular field to a co-curricular activi­
ty may be noted in the-- supplementary English Unit X* (p* 58} * 
which'deals with the publication of a class -newspaper.
Ill, COtmSEtlHO SERVICES
Counseling with pupila♦ Vocational and ©vocational 
guidance are Integral -parts of -the educative process* Pupils 
should he encouraged to 'explore a variety of vocational 
fields to determine their interests and possibilities for 
success In them* Despite the somewhat restricted under­
standing of personality traits, interests, and capacities- 
of the pupil, the' teacher should he -able to encourage the 
exploration of several vocational fields* It la the duty 
of the teacher to indicate available resource materials"and 
to assist the- pupil In securing them* A. number of such 
sources of materials may he found In the syllabus’in Chapter 
IV# • A further consideration in providing Information to the 
pupil -should be that of bringing -in resource persons from 
the community to discuss vocational opportunities in certain
fields with which specialists are familiar*- In- various of 
%
the -units' contained in the syllabus -resource persons are
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listed. under "Suggested materials and resources," The ©ssl©~ 
tance of these persons may easily be had by advising them in 
advance of the appointed time their services are desired. 
Furthermore,, the activities of the eighth-grade 
exploratory program should contribute to that phase of pupil 
guidanee- which deals with the use of leisure time* If the 
.activities are of real Inter ©at. to the pupil, and. of them­
selves have intrinsic value, the natural outcome is the use 
of leisure time in exploring further and.developing new 
activities in the same area. The pupil who finds satisfying 
experiences in the exploratory program will need little 
external stimulation to explore other vistas In these types 
of activities* It follows that the choice, of activities 
should normally be left to the pupil to ensure Its meaning- 
fulness to him# and that the teacher1© role .1© to suggest 
modifications, which will decide the intrinsic value*
A hobby club or a. hobby show, for Instance, may be 
used to Increase interest in the ©vocational areas* In this 
way Ideas may be shared and group activities evolved* The 
Home Economics and Industrial Arts exploratory courses may 
be culminated with a show In which the pupils display their 
hobbles and the projects they have made,
A further consideration of Hie role of the teacher In 
helping the pupil analyse his abilities and interests is that 
of making observations of the pupil In © variety of expert-
tnees and^ situations# through observing the. pupil as he. 
works, .plays* end participates in hi© group, the teacher 
should gain Information .vfclob would assist her in meeting 
the -needS; and interests .of .the pupil* liyfor example, s. 
teacher should mote a lack of 'Cooperation me r L & number of 
pupils engaged in group activities#, then, the areas in group 
living and eitisenshin should be Included in the exploratory 
program of either the * ersonal^Social .Problem© Course or the 
Bxploratory Course*
fb# uipLl should find experiences which are appealing 
to him through his entry into the suggested activities in 
the units of work of m, exploratory program^. Tims the pupil 
m&j 'observe -Just whet -appeals to him end. seek to explore the 
.area, or areas further*. Through further exploration of the 
■area# the- pupil should understand something of the, depth*of 
his interests and. capacities in this or related -fields*. A» 
his .interests begin to take definite shape,; fee should dls~ 
\cuas them with the teacher to give ■her the benefit, of this 
Information in planning other exploratory experiences*
eighth*-grade teacher^eounselors will'find occasions when it 
may he desirable to hold counseling interviews with parent# 
of the elghth~grade .students for the purpose of giving 
Information to them about the pupil * The teacher should .give 
the parent Information secured from observations* tests, and
with parents* ■ 1n. ell probability the
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inform®! talks with the student regarding the pxxp%l*B Inters 
ests and abilities* Also in the teacher-parent Interview 
the teacher is. expected to- advise with the parent as to-.the 
possible selection of the pupil1 $ courses, in the school 
offering and careers out of school# During an interview an 
effort should be .made ;to arrive at a mutual understanding 
regarding the .educational and vocational problems of the 
pupil# As part of the pupil'*s cumulative record -the teacher 
should, write up -the results of the counseling interview In 
the form of a -Parent-fe&oher Cooperative Record*
,fhe relation of counseling services to other guidance 
services* At the eighth-grade level of high school the 
Counseling Services and the Placement Services are -so closely 
related, that it is actually difficult to separate the two by 
any clean-cut line of demarcation* 'Consequently, some of 
the activities discussed under Placement Services could be 
discussed Just as appropriately under Counseling Service©, 
except for the fact that such activities deal primarily with 
preparation of the pupil for placement In a series of; courses 
during his remaining years in high school* It .is planned to 
utilise the faculty conference., tea.oh@r~parent-pu.pil planning 
conferences, -and pupil planning sheets in arranging tentative 
four-year curricular plan© for students,
17* PXACEIIEW S1HVXCIS
Faculty Conferences* After all of the Information
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gathered ;fr«m tests, observations, and informal talks with 
the pupils has been compiled, the teachers who have worked 
with him-should confer* Prom these conferences should come 
a list of-recommendations as ‘to the courses which should, be 
included, in his .program for the remaining four years of -high 
school* r The homeroom''teacher should- have a part* in these . 
conferences in which, her pupils are discussed and should 
study the recommendations in order that ahe may be able' to 
counsel with the pupil- as he selects courses from all areas 
of the high school offering* A thorough knowledge-of the 
recommendations of'all the pmpills teachers ie essential if 
the homeroom teacher la to offer wise counsel*
- Teacher-Parent-Pupil Conferences» The planning of a 
pupil *s program for the remaining years of high school 
should be a cooperative process, with the teacher, the 
parent, and the pupil participating * A personal letter to 
the parents of the pupil will serve to bring -a large per­
centage of the parents to the school for an after-school 
conference* In other, cases, it will be necessary for the 
teacher to visit the home of the pupil for the meeting* In 
a few cases, it may be impossible to arrange a conference at 
all, and then it appears that the best.procedure would be to' 
correspond with the parents to get their opinions as to the 
courses their children should take*.
Sheet* During the last two weeks in
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April,. the eighth-grade'"lioMeroom teachers will review all 
available information about individual pupil a in. the grade 
and will assist their homeroom pupils in filling out a pupil 
planning sheet*, which is a card containing a list of the 
courses offered in grades nine through twelve*, this planning, 
sheet will- he filled out in duplicate, affording a_ copy for 
the school and one for the pupil to take home 0 Hits planning 
sheet is not to he considered -as -complete until the -pupil has 
returned his -copy with'the signature -of one of his-parents 
oiv ft* Any changes indies ted by the parent are to be made on 
the school copy* The pupil will then take his copy home and 
keep it* Any changes that are mad© thereafter are to be 
indicated by the use of red. ink* and must be made only after 
the receipt of a letter of consent from the -pupil *s parents*
v *  mhtm-m Am mms-MEm services
Follow-bp and Adjustment Services for eighth-grad© 
students in Fields. 1# High School will occur in grades nine 
through twelve* All of the information collected about 
students -as a result of their exploratory experiences, testa* 
observations, and interviews in the eighth grade should be 
used by. all the. faculty members from year to year in planning 
adjustments of the high school offering.*
For example, in. the pre-school conferences* the eighth, 
and ninth grade teachers should confer to plan modifications
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of the. ninth grade program* These. modifications would he 
made- In the light of the information gathered the preceding 
gear concerning the needs and. inter eats of :.pupil a now In the 
ninth grade.*
Furthermore , the work of the ninth-grade students 
should, he. carefully analysed each, year in .order-. to. evaluate 
more 'effectively, the.Influence of the eighth-grade, explora­
tory^ experiences upon: these ..students* .From .such a follow-up 
of former eighth grad# students the faculty will ..secure 
valuable Information -which may be need in mod If ylng the pro­
gram of exploratory experiences as. the evidence warrants*
.Bvmmi
It is hoped that., the Interests, - abilities, and needs , 
of the pupils of Pi eld, ale Sigh School ■may be -more adequately 
provided for throught (!) the continuing use and refinement 
of the exploratory experiences suggested In - Chapter XV$ .and 
(3) the concerted effort of the. eighth-grade teachers of- 
Fieldal© .High School to use these exploratory experiences as 
a means of guiding their students Into, a more effective us# 
of the. total school offering.* If this is accomplished to- a 
reasonable degree, the primary objective of this study will 
be realised*
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